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Authorization for payment by credit card 
Name_________ Surname___________ Passport or Identity card no_______________ Name of 

owner of credit card___________________ City/State/Zip___________________ Email 

Address_____________________ 

 

For my hotel booking’s confirmation from the_________ up to the___________ In the name 

of________________ Number of people___________Types of rooms______________ 

 

I hereby authorize Villa Carlo Resort to withdraw the amount of  €___________/_____________ 

from my credit card account to pay the down payment for my stay at Villa Carlo Resort. 

 

Type of Credit Card____________________ 

Credit Card Number________________________ 

Expiration Date__________ 

CCV Code_______________ 

 

Reason for charge: Confirmation deposit/advance payment for stay reservation 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS FORM: 

- Photocopy of the identity document and send everything to the address: info@villacarloresort.it 

 

 

Card holder Signature ________________________, 

Date__/__/____ 

 
Protection of Privacy Law 196/03 In compliance with Legislative Decree 196/03 on the protection of personal 

data, Villa Carlo Resort guarantees the maximum confidentiality of the data provided. In particular, it guarantees 

that the collection of applicants' personal data has the exclusive purpose of being able to adequately carry out 

one's economic activity; that personal data are and will be processed lawfully, correctly and in compliance with 

the aforementioned law, both with computerized systems and on paper. The collection of personal data is 

mandatory, as it is also necessary to comply with tax law obligations; the data may be disclosed to third-party 

organizations (banks) exclusively for the performance of our relationship and in the context of the tasks assigned 

to us. The applicant can obtain the updating, rectification or cancellation of data concerning him at any time. 

In relation to the processing of personal data concerning him, as described above, the applicant freely expresses 

his consent, pursuant to and for the purposes of the Law. 
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